CAMERON COLLEGE PREP

OF – 22

Coach’s Office Sink – Disconnected
CAMERON COLLEGE PREP

OF – 39
Sink – Disconnected
COHN ADULT

BF – 48

Women’s Bathroom 2nd floor Sink - Replaced
COHN ADULT

BF – 26
Room 100 Bathroom - Disconnected
COHN ADULT

BF – 28
Room 100 Single Bathroom - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

COHN ADULT

BF – 72

Women’s Bathroom 3rd Floor Sink - Replaced
COHN ADULT

TL – 36
Room 211 Sink - Removed
DONELSON MIDDLE

KT – 38
Turned off above ceiling
DUPONT HADLEY MIDDLE

BF – 06

Bathroom Sink in Women’s Staff Bathroom - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

DUPONT HADLEY MIDDLE

CF – 51
Sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

DUPONT HADLEY MIDDLE

BF – 71
7th and 8th Grade Girls Locker Room - Disconnected
EAKIN ELEMENTARY

KT – 32

Kitchen Sink – Disconnected
GOODLETTSVILLE ELEMENTARY

CF – 39
HEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL

CF – 09
Room 138 Sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

HEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL

KT – 21

Kitchen Sink - Disconnected
HILLWOOD HIGH

BF – 142
Room H80 Sink - Disconnected
HILLWOOD HIGH

WE – 101

Small Gym Girls Locker Room Water Fountain - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

JOELTON MIDDLE

CT – 38

Concessions Stand Sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

MARTIN PDC

CF – 31
Room 5 Sink - Disconnected
THE ACADEMY AT OLD COCKRILL

BF – 18

Girls Bathroom 2nd floor sink - Removed
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

THE ACADEMY AT OLD COCKRILL

WE – 12
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

THE ACADEMY AT OLD COCKRILL

OW – 21

Water Fountain in Stairwell - Disconnected
NEELYS BEND ELEMENTARY

KT – 44

Kitchen Sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

MCKISSACK MIDDLE

CF – 108
Room 136 sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

MADISON MIDDLE

AR – 62

Room 210 Sink - Disconnected
MNPS – PHASE 1 WATER QUALITY SAMPLING – EXCEEDANCES DISCONNECTED

TUSCULUM ELEMENTARY

SOW - 41
Room 14 Sink with Bubbler -Disconnected
TUSCULUM ELEMENTARY

SOW – 42

Room 13 Sink with Bubbler - Disconnected
WAVERLY BELMONT ELEMENTARY

CF – 02

Art Room Sink
WEST END MIDDLE

KT – 20

Kitchen Sink - Disconnected